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Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
I can’t quite believe we have reached the end of our first term.  
It doesn’t seem two minutes since we were inviting all our pupils back 
into school in September and getting to grips with school life in a very 
different way. 
I would like to thank each and every one of you for all your support 
this term. It has been hugely important for us to have families on 
board, supporting us during what has been a stressful time for all. We 
have tried our very best to ensure the safety of all our pupils and staff 
while they are in school and I am truly grateful to you all for being 
patient, adaptable and understanding, especially at times when we 
have had to quickly put changes in place in response to last minute 
governmental decisions.  
Though things have been challenging at times, we have had a very 
positive term. Our pupils have adapted to new ways of working, 
catching up on missed learning and enjoying new topics. Our whole 
school attendance has been good this half term and we have had no 
reports of Covid among children or staff.  
It has been lovely to see all our pupils performing their Christmas 
songs for you and enjoying the festivities this week. We hope you’ve 
enjoyed watching the videos.  
****************************************************************************** 
It is really important for us to continue with the same safety measures 
in place in January. Arrival and collection procedures will remain the 
same. Please continue to wear masks and keep distance from others 
as much as possible. Leaving the area immediately after drop-off and 
collection is key, too, to avoiding congestion.  
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To enable all staff to have a proper break, I have asked them not to 
use ClassDojo for communications during the Christmas period. Any 
messages sent to staff through Dojo will be picked up on the return to 
school.  
 
Reporting cases of Covid during the Christmas break: 
If your child has tested positive for Covid and symptoms emerged 
more than 48 hours after your child last attended school – the school 
is not expected to track and trace contacts for your child. The NHS 
Track and Trace system should be used instead.  
 
If symptoms emerged less than 48 hours after the individual tested 
positive and are being reported to the school within 6 days of the term 
ending (children on site) then school will need to trace and notify 
contacts. In these cases, please contact me through the usual school 
email address – flanderwell@flp.dsat.education   
 
School is not expected to track and trace contacts for a positive case 
after 6 days after the last day of school. The Track and Trace system 
should be used instead.  
 
I will contact all families through the text messaging system if there 
are to be any further official actions for schools. 
 
******************************************************** 
 
We sincerely hope that you and your loved ones have an enjoyable 
and safe Christmas.  
 
We’ll see you all on Monday 4th January at the usual times.  
 
                            HAPPY CHRISTMAS 
                                       
 
          Mrs Armitage and Everyone at Flanderwell xxx 
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